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No: SRF/STLS-363/2008
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
(GCTO DIVISION)

Technology Bhawan,
New Mehrauli Road,
New Delhi-110016.

29th October, 2009

ORDER

Subject: Financial sanction (4th installment) to the Department of Biochemistry, University of Kashmir, Srinagar-190008 (J&K) on FIST Program.

Sanction of the President is hereby accorded to the implementation of the aforesaid project at a total cost of Rs. 52.00 lakh (Rupees Fifty two lakh only) for 5 years at Department of Biochemistry, University of Kashmir, Srinagar-190008 (J&K). The details of this are given below:

To strengthen the post-graduate teaching and research facilities in the Department

1. Rs. 29.00L
- Deep Freezer (80°C); Rs. ...
- Refrigerated Centrifuge-Rs 5L, iii) Gas centrifuge PCRs Rs 4L, iv) CO2 Incubator-Rs 3L, v) Ice Flaking Machine-Rs 2L, vi) Lyophilizer-Rs 5.5L and vii) Item for Tissue Culture Facilities-Rs 4.5 (Laminar Flow); Rs 1L & Trinocular Microscope-Rs 3.5L
2. Rs. 14.00L
- Books-Rs 5L & Renovation of Labs-Rs 9L
3. Rs. 6.00L
- Setting up Computer Lab

Total: Rs 52.00 Lakh

2. The sanction of the President is also accorded to the release of Rs. 34.00 Lakh (Rupees Thirty four lakh only) to the Registrar, University of Kashmir, Srinagar-190008 (J&K) under FIST Program as a 1st installment of the grant in 2008-2010 for the maximum cost of the aforesaid equipment including 0.4% Custom Duty & other duties. The break-up of the grant released now would be 'Equipment': Rs. 25.00 Lakh for procurement of Equipments mentioned above, 'Infrastructure facility' Rs. 4.00 Lakh (Rs 3L for renovation of PG Lab), Tilting of Roofs, Granite fixing of table tops, Sanitary items, fixing of wash basins/mixers & Rs. 5.00 Lakh for acquiring books & Networking & Computational facility', Rs. 4.00 Lakh. Under the Networking & Computational facility the proposed Lab will have 12 Pcs. D-Link Switch, D-Link Cable, Laser Printer, Scanner, and Renovation of Computer Room with Computer Chairs and Tables (12 Nos.) and Networking accessories. The Department is requested to utilise the released funds in first year.

3. The Department shall implement the aforesaid project at Department of Biochemistry, University of Kashmir, Srinagar-190008 (J&K) with the "Terms and Conditions" already agreed to by the University. Further, as per Rule 211 of revised GFRs the accounts of this Project Grant at Grantee Organization shall be made available for inspection by the sanctioning authorities (s) where ever the Organization is called upon to do so.

4. This is the first release of this project under FIST Program, which has been initiated, in this financial year so no previous UC is attached with this sanction order.

5. The University Institute will furnish to the DOT, Utilization Certificate and an audited Statement of Expenditure pertaining to the grant immediately after the end of each financial year.
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6. The grant is being released subject to the ‘Terms & Conditions’ of the Program being agreed to by the Department of Biochemistry, University of Kashmir, Srinagar-190006 (J&K). They will maintain separate audited accounts for this project. If it is found expedient to keep a part or whole of the grant in a bank account earning interest, the interest earned should be reported to the DST. The interest thus earned will be treated as a credit to the Institute to be adjusted towards further instalment of the grant.

7. The expenditure involved is to be debited to:
   - Demand No. 83 - Department of Science & Technology;
   - “3425” - Other Scientific Research (Major Head);
   - 60 - Others (Sub-Major Head);
   - 62.200 - Assistance to other Scientific Bodies (Minor Head);
   - 25 - Research & Development Support
   - 25.01 - Grants-in-aid for R&D Support
   - 25.01.31 - Grants-in-aid for the year 2009-2010 (Plan).

The above release is made under ‘FIST’ Scheme.

8. The amount of Rs. 34.00 lakh (Thirty four lakh only) will be drawn by the Drawing and Disbursing Officer of the Department of Science & Technology and will be disbursed to the Registrar, University of Kashmir, Srinagar-190006 (J&K) by means of a Cheque/Demand Draft.

9. The sanction issues under the powers delegated to the Ministries and with the concurrence of the Integrated Finance Division, Department of Science & Technology vide their

10. The sanction order is entered vide Sl.No. ____________ in the register of grants.

Copy forwarded for information and necessary action to:
1. Pay & Accounts Officer, Department of Science & Technology, New Delhi - 110 016.
2. Cash Section (with two spare copies).
3. Registrar, University of Kashmir, Srinagar-190006 (J&K) (Pl. Note the Head, Department of Biochemistry, University of Kashmir, Srinagar-190006 (J&K) (Pl. Note the New Project No.) In case the Cheque/Draft in respect of the amount sanctioned for the Project concerned is not received by the PI within 15 days from the date of issue of the sanction, the PI may intimate the fact with details of the IFD Diary No. & Date to the Joint Secretary and Financial Adviser at the e-mail address fin.adv.dst.dsb@gmail.com for looking into the matter and resolving it).
4. Office of the Director & Audit, Scientific Department, ACCR Bldg. 3rd Floor, IP Estate, New Delhi -110002.
5. Office of Accountant General, J&K, Srinagar
6. Head, SERC, DST New Delhi.
7. SERC-Secretariat.